The relationship between tree canopy and crime rates across an urban–rural gradient in the greater Baltimore region
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A B S T R A C T

The extent to which urban tree cover influences crime is in debate in the literature. This research took advantage of geocoded crime point data and high resolution tree canopy data to address this question in Baltimore City and County, MD, an area that includes a significant urban–rural gradient. Using ordinary least squares and spatially adjusted regression and controlling for numerous potential confounders, we found that there is a strong inverse relationship between tree canopy and our index of robbery, burglary, theft and shooting. The more conservative spatially adjusted model indicated that a 10% increase in tree canopy was associated with a roughly 12% decrease in crime. When we broke down tree cover by public and private ownership for the spatial model, we found that the inverse relationship continued in both contexts, but the magnitude was 40% greater for public than for private lands. We also used geographically weighted regression to identify spatial non-stationarity in this relationship, which we found for trees in general and trees on private land, but not for trees on public land. Geographical plots of pseudo-r statistics indicated that while there was a negative relationship between crime and trees in the vast majority of block groups of the study area, there were a few patches where the opposite relationship was true, particularly in a part of Baltimore City where there is an extensive interface between industrial and residential properties. It is possible that in this area a significant proportion of trees is growing in abandoned lands between these two land uses.
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1. Introduction

A considerable literature has addressed the relationship between urban vegetation and crime but it is divided as to the direction of this relationship. Several studies have suggested that low, dense vegetation is positively associated with actual or perceived crime risk because it affords criminals a place to hide (Fisher & Nasar, 1992; Nasar, Fisher, & Grannis, 1993). Michael, Hull, and Zum (2001) discuss how park police have indicated that dense vegetation is regularly used by criminals and how automobile thieves say they use dense vegetation to shield many of their activities, including target selection, examination of stolen goods, and disposal of unwanted goods. Stoks (1983) found that dense vegetation was a common characteristic of rape sites. In their guide to park design, Forsyth, Musacchio, and Fitzgerald (2005) discuss the importance of eliminating concealing undergrowth in parks to make users feel safer.

On the other hand, many other studies have found that vegetation is associated with decreased crime. Several potential reasons have been proposed for this effect. One relates to Jacobs’ (1961) contention that places with more “eyes on the street” have more checks on dangerous behavior. Kuo (2003) suggests that well-designed green space might actually decrease crime by attracting people to spend time outdoors. The presence of more people in public places means that it is harder for criminals to go unnoticed. It also can result in an informal system of surveillance (Kuo & Sullivan, 2001), furthered by the fact that increased outdoor encounters foster social networks and relationships (Yancey, 1971). Having stronger social networks also means less likelihood of crime from within the community, for instance in the case of a public housing development (Sullivan & Kuo, 1996).

On the other hand, paved areas with no vegetation are often seen as “no-man’s lands” which discourage residential interaction and reduce “eyes on the street,” thereby making it easier for criminals to go unnoticed. This result is consistent with the findings of Kuo, Sullivan, Coley, and Bronson (1998), who found that residents disliked and avoided barren common spaces, typical of many unmaintained inner city parks, but that they liked photosimulations of the same spaces showing the addition of grass and trees. It is also consistent with the results of Coley, Kuo, and Sullivan...
(1997), who found that the amount of time residents spend in common outdoor neighborhood spaces is associated with the presence of trees and that the closer trees are to residential buildings, the more people spent time outside near them.

Another related reason why well maintained vegetation might reduce crime is that it can be seen as a "territorial marker" or a "cue to care," signifying to criminals that the residents actively care about and are involved with their surroundings (Brown & Bentley, 1993), even if they see no residents on the street. The presumption is that when looking for a place to commit crime, a perpetrator would move on to a neighborhood where cues suggest a weaker social organization and lesser neighborhood involvement. This is consistent with the "broken window theory," which posits that neighborhoods displaying visual cues of neglect or poor maintenance experience higher crime because these cues suggest to criminals a lack of effective law enforcement, while maintained neighborhoods send the opposite cue (Wilson & Kelling, 1982).

Perhaps one reason for the discrepancy in the literature has to do with differences in the type of vegetation being analyzed. Those studies finding a positive correlation between vegetation and crime appear to focus more on low, dense vegetation. Most of the studies finding an inverse relationship between trees and crime are not explicit about the type of vegetation being studied (e.g. are trees tall or low and immature?), although it can be inferred that they probably mostly deal with more open trees and grass. One study that is explicit about this is Kuo and Sullivan (2001), which looked specifically at grass and widely spaced, high-canopy trees, finding that their presence decreased crime around Chicago public housing apartment buildings (although that predictor only explained about 8% of the variance). The authors point out that the vegetation being studied in this case was not the type that would afford concealment; therefore the vegetation's crime-fighting characteristics outweigh its crime-inducing effects. In another study that controlled for vegetation type, Donovan and Preستemon (2012) found that low trees that decreased views from first floor windows on private lots in Portland, OR were associated with increased crime occurrence, while taller trees on private lots were associated with decreased crime. Street trees were generally associated with decreased crime.

Most of the research conducted to date on this topic has focused on relatively restricted geographic areas (e.g. a housing development or neighborhood) using relatively qualitative methods. The main exception is Donovan and Preстemon (2012), which sampled over 2800 individual housing units across Portland, OR and used a combination of aerial and ground photo interpretation. The study presented here represents the first known attempt to continuously analyze the relationship between crime and vegetation using fine resolution data across such a large extent—in this case multiple counties. It is also the first study to include such a wide range of land use conditions, from dense inner city areas to rural agricultural zones. It is able to look at such a large area at such fine detail because of the availability of accurate, high resolution data on tree canopy, in addition to the availability of geocoded crime data.

2. Research questions

There are three goals for this research. The first is to assess whether there is a statistical association between indicators of certain crime types and measures of tree cover in Baltimore City and Baltimore County, MD, when controlling for potentially confounding factors. The second goal is to determine whether this relationship may differ depending on whether trees are located in public or private land. To gain further insight on the different types of public trees, we look at how results might differ when street trees were included or excluded from this analysis. The third goal is to understand how the relationship between trees and crime might vary across space in a way that cannot adequately be controlled for in a linear regression model. By looking at the spatial pattern in this relationship, we hope to identify key omitted variables that could potentially be quantified in subsequent research. Answering these questions will also help policy makers determine where to strategically target urban forestry investments.

3. Methods

3.1. Study area

The study area includes Baltimore City and Baltimore County in Maryland. This area contains a wide range of neighborhood crime rates, from among the highest in the nation, to near-zero. While the average total crime rate by block group for the 1200 block groups in these two counties is approximately 2.5 times the national average, the range is immense, from areas with nearly non-existent crime to areas with seven times the national average. For robbery alone, the range is even greater, from near-zero to seventeen times the national average. Baltimore City (which is also its own county, but distinct from Baltimore County) has the highest concentration of crime. The mean total crime rate there by block group is 3.5 times the national average, while the mean robbery rate is nearly eight times the national average. Nonetheless, statistics are improving. Violent crimes, which were at nearly 22,000 (3% of Baltimore's population) in 1993, were down to around ten thousand (1.6% of population) by 2009.

Land use and land cover are also extremely variable across the study region, ranging from dense urban environments near downtown Baltimore to high agricultural or forested rural areas in northern Baltimore County. Tree canopy percentage by block group ranges from 0% in the central city to 87% in some of the more distant exurbs. Population densities range from as high as 250 people per acre in the densest urban core to as low as 75 people per square mile in the rural fringe.

3.2. Data

Crime data for Baltimore City and County came from Spotcrime (http://spotcrime.com), a service that aggregates and address geocodes crime data from public record police reports, augmented by news stories and user input. Spotcrime is the most widely distributed Internet source of crime mapping in the United States. The crime database went from the middle of 2007 to the end of 2010 and gave the crime type, a brief description and the geographic coordinates. We developed a crime index that was used as a dependent variable. The crime index consists of the density of combined robbery, burglary, theft, and shooting crimes. Robbery includes the taking or attempted taking of goods from a person by force or threats, and it commonly includes holdups. Burglary includes the unlawful entry into a structure, such as a house or store, to commit theft or some other felony. This includes "breaking and entering" and "forcible entry." Theft includes various forms of stealing not included in the previous categories. It is often synonymous with "larceny." One of the largest categories it includes is theft in or of motor vehicles. Shooting includes murder and attempted murder. Together, these account for over 70% of all crimes in the region. We chose this combination of variables not only because it represents such a large percentage of all crimes, but also because these are all crimes that can potentially benefit from concealment and be deterred by "eyes on the street." For instance, robberies or car thefts are generally outdoors and the chance that they will be attempted in a given place very much depends on the absence of bystanders and opportunities for concealment. Burglaries also are far more likely when there are few "eyes on the street" and better places
to hide. The only other frequent crime types in the database were assault and vandalism. Assault was not chosen because the descriptor column indicated that a large percentage of incidents under this category were domestic assaults—an event that very often happens indoors. This category includes rape, which is an important crime indicator, but separating out rapes from domestic assaults was not feasible with the dataset. While domestic assault may potentially be lessened by the presence of vegetation (Sullivan & Kuo, 1996), we chose not to include it as a category because the mechanisms by which vegetation may affect its prevalence are both different from those affecting the other crime types and less understood. Vandalism was not included because it was attributed in the database for the County but not for the City.

Tree canopy data came from a 2007 high resolution (1 m) land cover layer for Baltimore City and County. The tree canopy layer was derived from 2007 1-m resolution color infrared imagery sourced from the National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) along with surface models generated from LiDAR detection and ranging (LiDAR) data. The use of LiDAR was particularly valuable in that it allowed for the detection of trees within areas obscured by building shadow and the differentiation of canopy trees versus low woody vegetation, like shrubbery. The imagery and LiDAR were integrated into an object-based image analysis (OBIA) system in Definiens eCognition software. A series of segmentation, classification, and morphology routines were used to extract the tree canopy based on the spectral and spatial information contained within the data (Zhou & Troy, 2008, 2009). The smallest patch of tree canopy that could be detected using this approach was 9 m². The entire dataset was then manually reviewed at a scale of 1:2500 and all identifiable errors were corrected. To assess the accuracy of the tree canopy data following manual corrections we performed a stratified random sample following Congalton and Green (2009). 150 points were sampled for areas classified as tree canopy, and another 150 sampled for areas not classified as tree canopy. The source imagery and LiDAR were used as the reference data. The user’s and producer’s accuracy for the tree canopy class were 95% and 92% respectively. The overall accuracy was 93%.

Tree canopy data and crime data were summarized by Census block groups, the smallest geography for which the needed socioeconomic control variables from the Summary File (SF)-3 long form dataset were available. Block groups vary in size but have similar numbers of households and roughly correspond with small-scale neighborhoods. The lack of the long form in the 2010 Census (it has largely been replaced with the American Community Survey, which has much smaller samples and larger margins of error, making it problematic at fine geographic scales), meant that 2000 Census data were used even though the crime and land cover data analyzed are closer in time to 2010. There were 1208 block groups in the study area, ranging in size depending on population density.

Crime data were summarized by taking a simple point density of crime points meeting the crime type criteria. The search radius, or area over which density is calculated for a given pixel, was 500 m. The choice of a 500 m radius was based on a study by Peters and Ellers (2010), which found that barriers to “crime trips” do exist but that they are most significant when less than 500 m from the criminal’s origin location. Treating trees as a “psychological barrier” to crime, the density interpolation for crime at a given pixel is assumed then to be a function of actual crimes as a far as 500 m away for the purposes of our study. A 1000 m search radius was also attempted and resulted in only slightly different results, not presented here. Densities were calculated in units of points per square kilometer. Densities were then summarized by block group using the ArcGIS Zonal Statistics function, which returns the average of a raster surface for a polygon. Census variables were joined to this table. In order to break down tree coverage by public and private ownership, a parcel map with ownership codes was combined (using the Union function) with block group boundaries. This served to subdivide block groups by ownership type. They were then re-aggregated to give percent canopy cover for both private and public lands by block group. This was done in two different versions: in the first version tree canopy percentage was given for all public and private lands; in the second, public rights of way (street polygons) were excluded from the public lands calculations. This was done so that we could assess how crime is associated with street trees versus other types of public trees, like those in parks. An obvious limitation of this approach is that non-street trees often overhang the public right of way and street trees often overhang non-right of way land. However, we believe this limitation has relatively little impact on our conclusions.

### 3.3. Statistical methods

Once data were processed, a number of statistical models were run to test the relationship between crime and tree canopy. Ordinary least squares regression was first used with crime index as a dependent variable, percent tree canopy cover by block group as an independent variable, and a number of control variables at the block group level. All variables are described in Table 1. Socio-economic status (income, race), housing type and tenure, and the natural environment were all expected to be significant confounders based on past studies that found that these factors are correlated with

| Table 1: Variable names and summary statistics (all variables are by US Census block group). |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|----------|----------|
| **Variable name**               | **Variable description** | **Mean** | **STDEV** |
| PTREE                           | Percent of land area covered by tree canopy from 2007 | 0.29     | 0.17     |
| PTREE.PUB1                      | Percent of land area covered by tree canopy in public ownership including rights of way | 0.06     | 0.09     |
| PTREE.PUB2                      | Percent of land area covered by tree canopy in public ownership excluding rights of way | 0.09     | 0.08     |
| PTREE.PRIV                     | Percent of land area covered by tree canopy in private ownership | 0.20     | 0.14     |
| POP00.SQMI                      | Population density by square mile from 2000 Census | 11,122.24 | 9290.55  |
| MED.HHINC                       | Median household income from 2000 Census | 41,189.85 | 21,808.98 |
| P.SFDH                          | Percent of housing that is single family, detached from 2000 Census | 0.31     | 0.33     |
| P.HHRJUR                       | Percent of population classified as “rural” from 2000 Census | 0.031    | 0.16     |
| MED.YRLASS                      | Median year of construction from 2000 Census | 1954.387 | 13.92    |
| P.WH                           | Percent white population from 2000 Census | 0.4935   | 0.3924   |
| P.BROTLAND                     | Percent of land that is protected open space from 2000 Census | 0.0682   | 0.1324   |
| P.AGPR                         | Percent of land that is in agricultural preserve designation | 0.0037   | 0.0263   |
| CRIME                          | Density of crime points from late 2007 to late 2010, including robbery, shooting, burglary and theft (per square kilometer) | 476.94   | 479.36   |
| POWNOCX                        | Percent of housing that is owner occupied | 0.061    | 0.268    |
the presence of urban vegetation (Grove et al., 2006; Troy, Grove, O’Neill-Dunne, Pickett, & Cadannmo, 2007). Several dozen variables were found to be significant within these different categories. These include: median year of housing construction, percent of households classified as “rural,” median household income, percent white, percent single family detached homes, population density, percent owner occupied housing, percent of land in agricultural trust designations, and percent of land protected as open space. A Box–Cox transformation was used to help determine the optimal transformation of the dependent variable. This approach, first described by Box and Cox (1964) and later elaborated on by others (Bender, Gronberg, & Hwang, 1980; Halverson & Pollakowski, 1979; Spitzer, 1982), should yield the transformation that allows the model to best meet many of the assumptions of linear regression, such as constant variance or errors. It is described by the following power transformation:

$$y^{(λ)} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(y^{λ} - 1)}{λ} & \text{for } λ \neq 0 \\
\ln y & \text{for } λ = 0 
\end{cases}$$

(1)

The parameter $λ$ is estimated through maximum likelihood to find the optimal transformation of a variable. This can be done for both dependent and independent variables, but in this case we only do this for the dependent. Once that parameter is estimated, the dependent variable can be transformed according to (1), although there are three “special cases” where $λ = 1$, $λ = 0$, and $λ = -1$, corresponding to linear and natural log and reciprocal models respectively. Although many use the Box–Cox transformation as an actual variable transformation, it can also be considered as a diagnostic to determine if a model fits one of those three special cases. For our model, we found the optimal $λ$ to be 0.15, which is extremely close to a log transformation. Given this closeness and the difficulty in interpreting the output of a non-special case Box–Cox-transformed dependent variable, we felt justified in using a log transformation. Doing so increased the R-squared from 0.60 to near 0.85. Furthermore, it dramatically reduced heteroskedasticity of the error term, as evidence by changes in the residual plot, and resulted in a more normally distributed error term, as evidenced by a Shapiro–Wilke test.

Three models were run: one with aggregate percent tree cover, PTREE (model 1); one with tree cover distinguished by public and private ownership, PTREE.PUB1 and PTREE.PRIV (model 2); and one with tree cover separated by public and private but with public rights of way excluded, PTREE.PUB2 and PTREE.PRIV (model 3).

We also ran a spatially adjusted regression in order to determine if our results were robust to potential spatial autocorrelation (Cliff & Ord, 1981). When autocorrelation exists, either in the dependent variable or the error term, it can lead to a number of statistical problems. One of those is pseudo-replication: since observations are not truly independent, they are effectively overcounted when calculating degrees of freedom, which in turn leads to type 1 errors (Fortin & Dale, 2005). When the error term is autocorrelated, it violates the regression assumption of independent error terms. When the dependent variable, $y$, is inherently autocorrelated, this violates the assumptions of independent observations and can lead to biased regression estimates because $y$ in one location is a function of $y$ in neighboring locations, yet the traditional regression model does not account for this.

Spatially adjusted regressions serve to address these statistical assumption violations. The two most common types of spatial regression are the spatial error and spatial lag models. The former assumes that the error term is subject to spatial autocorrelation (largely expected to be a result of omitted variables), while the latter assumes generally (there are several variants) that the response variable (and potentially the error term too) is subject to spatial autocorrelation. The fact that a Moran’s $I$ test revealed that both the residual term from model 1 and the dependent variable were high autocorrelated meant that either spatial lag or spatial error models could have been appropriate. Both types were compared using a number of heuristics including pseudo $R$-squared, Akaike’s Information Criterion, Log-likelihood, Lagrange Multiplier tests, and the Breusch–Pagan Test for heteroskedasticity. All clearly pointed to the superiority of the spatial lag model. Most importantly, though, theory supported the use of this model, for it has been well established in the literature that crime begets crime—that is, crime in one neighborhood can easily spill over into adjacent neighborhoods.

This left the question of how to parameterize the neighbor weight matrix, which in turn defines what is considered a neighbor for the purposes of adjusting for spatial autocorrelation. We chose to use a fixed distance band for defining neighbors rather than a fixed number of neighbors because the size of polygons (and hence the spacing between centroids) is extremely variable throughout the study area. Using a fixed number would mean that in the rural northern part of the study area, where block groups are many times the size of their urban counterparts, objects would be considered “neighbors” at extremely long distances. This is inappropriate because it would result in too many rural block groups being considered neighbors and too few dense urban block groups (where the vast majority of the sample is) being counted as such. Also because such block groups are large and internally heterogeneous, spatial autocorrelation is less critical to capture in these areas. We instead used a fixed distance band, which meant that all neighbors within the specified distance of a given observation would be considered as neighbors. Using this method ensures that an adequate number of small urban block groups are counted in neighborhood calculations. To determine the appropriate distance band we first ran semivariograms (a graph showing how variance between point pairs varies as a function of distance of the points) of the dependent variable. This indicated a terrace-type pattern with an initial sill (the point at which autocorrelation of point pairs levels off) at a range of approximately 2 km. We compared some fixed distance bands for the neighbor matrix both slightly above and below this value and found that 2 km resulted in the best R-squared and hence decided to use this value in building the neighbor matrix. We also found that the best fitting models used an inverse distance weighting function, rather than a simple binary measure of neighbor connections.

Spatial lag regressions were then run for aggregate tree cover (model 4), tree cover broken down by public and private ownership (model 5), and tree cover separated by public and private but with public rights of way excluded (model 6).

Finally, a geographically weighted regression (Brunsdon, Fotheringham, & Charlton, 1998; Fotheringham, Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2002; Fotheringham, Charlton, & Brunsdon, 1998) was used to determine whether there was significant spatial non-stationarity in the relationship between tree cover and crime. Spatial non-stationarity means that the relationship between a dependent and independent variable is non-constant over space. GWR, as it is known, is a form of moving window regression in which parameter estimates are deterministic functions of spatial location, as described by the following:

$$y(x) = α_u(u, v) + \sum_v β'_v(u, v)x_v + e_t$$

(2)

where $u$ and $v$ describe spatial coordinates. In it, a separate regression is run for each observation, centered on that observation and, in our case, using an adaptive spatial kernel that subsets and weights nearby observation based on distance from that central point. The size of the kernel adapts in response to the density of observations. GWR is commonly used as a diagnostic tool to help identify potential omitted effects from models describing
complex phenomena. It is particularly useful for situations in which there are large number of potential influences and interactions that cannot be reasonably or parsimoniously controlled for. Given the vast number of potential drivers and interactive effects influencing crime, we deemed it worthwhile to run GWR to see if the resulting visual patterns might provide any additional insight about the mechanism behind the tree–crime relationship. One of the key tests of GWR is the Monte Carlo significance test for spatial variability of parameters. This indicates which of the parameters, if any, exhibit spatial nonstationarity. It does so by testing whether parameter values for a particular variable differ significantly from those in a theoretical distribution generated with a Monte Carlo simulation technique (Hope, 1968). Once nonstationarity is established, parameter estimates or test statistics can be mapped.

The first GWR model (model 7) was analogous to model 1, the second (model 8) to model 2, and the third (model 8) to model 3 in terms of the variables used.

4. Results

All three ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models had R-squared values around 0.84 and all variables were significant at the 99% confidence level with the expected sign (Table 2). Year of construction, percent rural, percent protected land, median income, percent agricultural preserve, percent white, percent single family detached home and percent owner occupied housing were all negative. All of these factors were expected to be associated with reduced crime. Population density was associated with higher crime, also as expected. In model 1, the tree variable was negative and significant at the 99% level, with a coefficient of −2.06. Given the log transformation of the dependent variable, this can be interpreted as a roughly 20% decrease in crime for a 1% increase in tree canopy at the block group level. Model 2 shows that when this term was broken down into trees on public and private land, both variables are negative and significant at the 99% level, with similar magnitudes, both slightly lower than the tree variable in model 1. However, model 3 shows that when public lands do not include rights of way (PTREE.PUB2), the magnitude of the public lands coefficient grows to be roughly 40% higher than the private lands coefficient.

Under models 4, 5, and 6 (Table 3), the tree variables were still significant with the same sign, but with somewhat lower magnitudes. The coefficient on the total tree cover variable in model 4 is much lower than in model 1 (t−1.18 vs. −2.06). In model 5, the magnitudes of coefficients are lower than in the corresponding OLS model (model 2) for both public trees (−1.209 vs. −1.753) and private trees (−0.889 vs. −1.814). In model 6, the magnitudes of coefficients are lesser than in model 3 for both public trees outside of rights of way (−1.568 vs. −2.41) and private trees (−0.909 vs. −1.74). In other words, the more conservative spatial regression method mostly yields smaller marginal effects. The significant values for the spatial lag coefficient, rho, for models 4–6 indicate there is strong spatial dependence in the sample data and that it was warranted to use this type of modeling approach. As for control variables, all remain significant at the 99% confidence level except the housing age variable, which dropped out at even at the 90% confidence level. Pseudo R-squared values are all near 0.9 for the three models.

The most important output from GWR is the Monte Carlo significance test for non-stationarity. It essentially shows which independent variables have a spatially non-constant relationship with the dependent variable. Then, based on that, the variation in parameter values can be mapped out geographically to look for patterns. The GWR model with a single variable for tree cover (model 7) indicated that five parameters were spatially nonstationary at the 99% confidence level, including percent trees. Other nonstationary variables included population density, percent single family detached homes, median year of construction and percent white. In other words, the relationship between all these variables and crime was found to vary across space. For model 8, the private tree variable was significantly non-stationary at the 99% confidence level, but not the public tree variable. The control variables that were significantly non-stationary the same as in model 7. In model 9, the private trees variable was significantly non-stationary at the 99% level, and the significant control variables were the same as in models 7 and 8 except that the variable for single family detached homes was only non-stationary at the 95% level.

Spatially varying significance test measures on the tree canopy variable, known as "pseudo t-statistics," were then plotted out geographically. This was done in favor of plotting out actual parameter values because doing so fails to account for which of those values are statistically significant or not (that is, significant in terms of slope, not non-stationarity). Using −1.65 and positive 1.65 as the upper and lower thresholds for significance, pseudo t-statistics were then plotted out to show block groups where the relationship between crime and trees was significant and positive, significant and negative, and non-significant at the 95% confidence level. The resulting map for model 7 is given in Fig. 1. Pseudo t-statistics on the private tree variable were then plotted out from model 8. The
resulting map is given in Fig. 2. Because private trees are characterized the same way in both models 8 and 9 (only public trees are different and the variable on public trees was stationary), no map was made for model 9.

5. Discussion

The results of this study indicate that crime has a strong negative association with tree cover, even after controlling for socioeconomic variables such as income, housing age, ruralness, race, housing type, housing tenure, population density, and amount of protected or agricultural land. However, the exact magnitude of this impact varies depending on the model. The more conservative—and probably more accurate—spatially adjusted model indicates a coefficient of lower magnitude on tree cover of \(-1.18\). This suggests that a 10% increase in tree cover would be associated with an 11.8% decrease in crime rate, all else equal. It seems unlikely that the entire magnitude of this effect is purely causal. Rather, it is probably at least partially accounted for by omitted variables. Still, the fact that \(R\)-squared values are as high as they are suggests that there is some genuine relationship between trees and crime. The results of the spatial regression indicate that model results are not an artifact of spatial autocorrelation.

The relationship between trees and crime appears to vary somewhat between public and private land. When tree cover is broken up into these categories, the magnitude of the effect goes down slightly for each, and those effects are of roughly the same magnitude (model 2). However, when the more conservative spatial model is used (model 5), a big difference appears between the public and private tree effects, with the former being nearly 40% larger.
This would suggest that planting trees on public lands might yield somewhat higher crime-reduction benefits than planting on private. This would suggest that the private land trees result in model 2 is confounded by spatial autocorrelation. When public rights of way are not included in the analysis of public trees a differential between public and private trees becomes evident in the non-spatial model (model 3), while in the spatial model (model 6) the gap between public and private increases relative to model 5, as does the magnitude of both coefficients. In this case, the magnitude on public trees is nearly 50% greater than that of private trees. This would suggest that trees in non-right of way public lands are the most effective components in terms of reducing crime. These types of public lands might include parks, other protected open space, and major government buildings or facilities.

Finally, GWR analysis indicates that total tree percentage and private tree percentage are both spatially nonstationary while public tree canopy percentage is not. This suggests that our model adequately explains the global relationship between public trees and crime, while it omits some unknown interaction effect that conditions the relationship between private trees and crime. The pattern displayed in the GWR outputs in Figs. 1 and 2 indicate that there is a patchy relationship between private trees and crime. In the vast majority of block groups, the relationship is either significant and negative or non-significant. The big exceptions are in Baltimore City’s Brooklyn Park, Wagners Point, and Dundalk neighborhoods located ringing the outer harbor in the far south of the map, where crime appears to be positively associated with tree cover—both in aggregate and specifically for private land. What
makes these places different? A possible explanation is that there is a considerable amount of lower, early successional, and apparently unmanaged stands of trees both on small residential lots and on larger private institutional/industrial parcels in some of these neighborhoods. With major harbor facilities nearby, the neighborhoods in question have a significant interface zone between industrial and residential land that could be considered a “no man’s land.” It is quite possible that the small patches of unmanaged trees that are often found adjacent to warehouses, truck yards, factories, etc., provide an excellent hiding place for criminals looking to prey upon residents going to and from nearby homes. A preliminary photographic analysis of the area shows that there are a considerable number of such low, overgrown patches. But whether they are found in greater preponderance here than in other neighborhoods is uncertain, for there are certainly other such patches of unmanaged vegetation elsewhere, particularly on Baltimore’s large number of vacant lots.

The nonstationarity of the parameter on trees is consistent with the literature’s finding of opposing effects of trees on crime. It supports the contention that trees can be both an asset for criminals by providing concealment and a deterrent to them by increasing “eyes on the street” (Jacobs, 1961; Kuo, 2003) or by giving a territorial marker cue that residents actively care about their neighborhood (Brown & Bentley, 1993; Kuo et al., 1998; Wilson & Kelling, 1982). We did not control for the potential concealment value of trees (i.e. whether they are short and scrubby or canopy trees) or for their level of management, which would be expected to correlate with the territorial marker value of trees. Given the thousands of abandoned lots and the large number of industrial–residential interface zones in Baltimore, it would appear that unmanaged trees in these areas might explain why crime and trees are positively correlated in some areas. Testing this would be an auspicious direction for future research. One possible approach to this would be to use LiDAR data to account for the height of trees and to include location in and around vacant lots or industrial interface zones as covariates. Street-level photographic analysis could also be used.

Another potential explanation for the non-stationary effects is that neighborhood crime levels actually influence the perception of trees in certain contexts. It may be that heavy criminal activity—combined with other location-specific socio-economic or design characteristics—causes residents to perceive vegetation as more threatening. This is consistent with the findings of Troy and Grove (2008), who found that an increase in crime rate in and around parks in Baltimore caused the effect of parks on property values to go from being positive to being negative. Where this effect is present, it could cause people to further avoid vegetated areas, in turn reducing the positive “eyes on the street” effect and eventually creating a downward spiral in which vegetated areas become increasingly unmanaged as they become less desirable. In this sense, non-stationarity could be caused by legacy effects related to “tipping points” or thresholds crossed in the past. This would be another fruitful area for future research.

Our finding that public land trees have a bigger negative association with crime suggests that fear of public trees as crime facilitators may be misguided. More importantly, the fact that private land is the culprit in areas where crime is positively associated with trees suggests that private land trees are more likely to act as facilitators to crime than public trees. This would then suggest that a strategy to use trees to combat crime should have two prongs: first, increase canopy in areas with few trees in order to maximize the “eyes on the street” and “cues to care” effects; and second, encourage better management of potential crime-facilitating vegetation on private lands so that it cannot serve as a screen for criminals, particularly on abandoned lots or in interface zones around industrial properties. This could be accomplished not only by appropriately spacing trees and choosing the right species, but also by frequent pruning.

These findings fit within a larger context and growing trend in urban forest management and urban sustainability. Specifically, there is increasing recognition that urban trees are great “multi-taskers,” providing diverse benefits such as esthetics (Acharya & Bennett, 2001; Morasco, 2003; Tajima, 2003) moderation of temperature (Akbari, 2002; Akbari, Pomerantz, & Taha, 2001; Shashua-Bar & Hoffman, 2000), and stormwater processing. These benefits connect to programmatic and regulatory concerns that extend beyond traditional urban forest management agencies such as Departments of Recreation and Parks or Public Works. For instance, a esthetics connects to departments of Real Estate and Economic Development, moderation of temperature to Public Health, and stormwater regulation to Public Works.

Our findings recruit an additional agency partner with an interest in promoting urban forestry and management: Police Departments. Our findings extend existing theories of community policing in that we find an environmental component to the “broken window” theory, one that includes empty tree pits and poorly maintained trees. This suggests that there could be potential benefits from incorporating public safety criteria into the prioritization of areas for tree planting (Locke et al., 2010) and from involving Police Departments in the process.

6. Conclusion

Our findings add to the literature on the relationship between crime and vegetation in a number of ways. First, we find a strong inverse association between crime rates and tree canopy cover in the Baltimore region, adjusting for many confounding factors. Second, this result holds for both public and private land, but it is stronger for public land. Third, when spatial autocorrelation is adjusted for, the overall result still holds, but the magnitude is not as great. Finally, it appears there is some slight geographic variability in the relationships between crime and trees and that a few isolated areas see a positive relationship between crime and trees. Results in these anomalous areas may relate to the fact that they contain relatively large interface zones between residential and industrial uses where vegetation tends to be more unmanaged, such that the concealment value of the vegetation outweighs its deterrent effect. These results do not establish causality, but suggest a strong need for further research to determine the role of vegetation in mediating crime.
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